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1 Introdution

At the moment there is no theory for free relatives in German in the HPSG

framework (Pollard and Sag, 1994). From GB literature

1

on the subjet

it is known that free relatives behave partly like noun phrases. They an

�ll argument positions of verbs. And although they are �nite sentenes,

they are serialized like noun phrases in the German Mittelfeld . The funtion

free relatives an take is not restrited to omplements. Depending on the

properties of the relative phrase, free relatives an be modi�ers as well. I

will argue that free relatives projet to a ategory that is tightly related to

the ategory of the relative phrase. The relation between the relative phrase

and the projetion of the free relative lause is established via a relational

onstraint. This aounts both for the syntati regularities, and for the

semantis of free relatives.

As Ingria (1990) has shown, assignment of di�erent ase in the relative

and the matrix lause poses problems for grammars that rely on uni�ation

alone. In the following paper I will argue against his subsumption based

aount, and provide a di�erent solution to the problem that relies on the

above mentioned relational onstraints for the projetion of properties of

the relative phrase.

In general there are three possibilities to desribe the projetions of free

relatives: an empty head, a unary projetion and a lexial rule. I will argue

for the unary shema and disuss the alternatives.

2 The Phenomena

In German, relative lauses onsist of a relative phrase whih ontains the

relative pronoun and a �nite sentene from whih the relative phrase is

extrated. Both d -elements and w -elements an funtion as relative words:

(1) a. der Mann, [der ℄ Maria k

�

u�t

the man who Maria kisses

`the man who kisses Maria'

b. der Stuhl, [auf dem℄ Karl sitzt

the hair on whih Karl sits

(2) a. Ih komme eben aus der Stadt, [wo℄ ih Zeuge eines Ungl

�

uks ge-

wesen bin.

2

`I have just ome bak from town where I was witness to an ai-

dent.'

1

f. (Bausewein, 1991)

2

(Duden, 1984, p. 672).
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b. War das, [worum℄ wir Narren uns m

�

uhten, shon immer vielleiht

nur ein Phantom gewesen?

3

`Had that whih had oupied us fools been no more than a phan-

tom?'

. Dort vielleiht war das, [was ℄ ih begehrte, dort vielleiht w

�

urde

meine Musik gespielt.

4

`Perhaps what I was longing for was there, perhaps my musi would

be played there.'

d. . . . , das ist nun wieder eine Frage, [

�

uber welhe℄ m

�

u�ige Leute nah

Belieben br

�

uten m

�

ogen.

5

`. . . , that is another question that idle people may ponder over at

their leisure.'

Relative lauses an ful�ll two funtions. Firstly, they an modify nouns

(1{2) and seondly, they an be an diret argument (3) or adjunt (4) of a

verb.

(3) a. Wer shl

�

aft, s

�

undigt niht.

who sleeps sins not

'He who sleeps does not sin.`

b. Sie hat, was sie geshenkt bekommen hat, sofort in

she has what she given got has instantly in

den Shrank gestellt.

6

the upboard put

`She put what she was given into the upboard instantly.'

. Ihr k

�

onnt beginnen, mit wem ihr (beginnen) wollt.

7

you an begin with who you begin want

`You an begin with whoever you like.'

(4) Wo das Rauhen derartig stigmatisiert ist wie von K

�

oppl geplant, kann

man sih leiht als Rebell f

�

uhlen, blo� weil man rauht.

8

`Where smoking is stigmatized in suh a way as is planed by K

�

oppl,

one easily an feel like a rebel simply beause one smokes.'

Contrary to the laim of Koh (1996, p. 32) there may be more than one

relative lause in omplement funtion in one matrix lause.

3

in the same plae, p. 39

4

in the same plae, p. 40

5

in the same plae, Tratat vom Steppenwolf, p. 6

6

(Bausewein, 1991, p. 152)

7

(Bausewein, 1991, p. 155) The word in brakets was inserted by me.

8

taz, 11.15.96, p. 10
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(5) Wer mehr als nur Shnappsh

�

usse mahen will, sollte niht einfah

photographieren, was ihm vor die Linse kommt.

`He who wants to take pitures that are better than snapshots should

not simply photograph whatever happens to be in front of his lens.'

If a relative lause funtions as a omplement, the relative phrase has to

have a form that is ompatible with the subategorization requirements of

the verb.

9

(6) a. Die da stehen, kennen wir niht.

those

nom_a

there stand know we not

`We don't know those people who are standing there.'

b. * Wer da steht, kennen wir niht.

who

nom

there stands know we not

. Sie i�t, was

�

ubrig bleibt.

she eats what

nom_a

left remain

`She eats what is left.'

So for instane, in (6a) die is seleted as a omplement of stehen and re-

eives ase from this verb. At the same time kennen selets an ausative

omplement. As the ase form of die is nom_a, (6a) is grammatial. (6b),

however, is out sine wer is not ompatible with the ausative requirement

of kennen.

There are exeptions to the ompatibility requirement.

(7) a. Wem der Anblik von Fu�g

�

angerInnen Angst ein

�

o�t, shaltet bei

Nissan auf das Infrarot-Passantenerkennungssystem um, . . .

10

`People who pani by the sight of pedestrians an swith on Nissan's

infra-red pedestrian detetor.'

b. Wen solhe Lehren niht erfreun, verdienet niht, ein Mensh zu

sein.

11

`He who is not gladdened by suh teahings does not deserve to be

human.'

In (7a), the relative pronoun in the relative lause is in the dative ase and

in (7b), it is in the ausative ase. In all three sentenes the free relative

funtions as subjet, and should therefore have a relative phrase in the

nominative ase. Sentenes like (7) are less aeptable than those in (3)

and the grammatial sentenes in (6), and will not be handled in this paper.

9

The examples are taken from (Bausewein, 1991, p. 150).

10

taz, 11.30.95, p. 20

11

Mozart, Die Zauber

�

ote, Relam, Leipzig, 1937, p. 56
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3 The Categorial Properties of Free Relatives

To analyze sentenes like (8) there are three options.

(8) [

RS

Wer shl

�

aft℄, s

�

undigt niht.

who sleeps sins not

`Those who sleep do not sin.'

One ould either assume a lexial rule that applies to the verb s

�

undigt (sins)

to produe a new entry that subategorizes for a relative lause instead of

the nominative NP. The alternative would be to assume an empty head

that selets a relative lause and projets the loal properties of the relative

phrase, or a unary shema whih projets a phrase from a relative lause

that depends on the relative phrase of the lause. Due to spae limitations

only the last option will be disussed in this paper.

As Oppenrieder (1991, p. 143) has shown, free relative lauses behave

like sentenes rather than noun phrases in respet to oordination.

(9) Wer erster wird und wer den letzten Platz belegt, bekommt /* bekom-

men einen Preis.

12

`Both the winner and the looser get prizes.'

(10) Karl und Maria *bekommt / bekommen einen Preis.

Coordinated noun phrases introdue a plural index, whereas oordinated

sentenes are singular.

Free relative lauses behave like their relative phrase.

(11) [Wer

i

einen Langzeit

�

uberblik

�

uber die geographishe Verteilung von

Totalverlusten erstellen will℄, mu� sih

i

shon selbst durh kiloshwere

Listen der

�

Underwriters

�

der Lloyd's-Versiherung graben,

13

`Those wishing to get a longterm overview of total losses, have to wade

through masses of underwriter's lists of Lloyd's insurane ompany

themselves .'

In (11), there must be a phrase with an appropriate index in the loal

domain of the reexive pronoun sih, if one follows assumptions of standard

Binding Theory (Pollard and Sag, 1994, Chapter 6). From this observation

it follows that the relative lause, or the relevant projetion of it, has to have

the semanti ontent of a nominal objet, and that it must be in the same

subat list with the reexive.

If one looks at the linearization properties of free relatives, one �nds

more evidene of them behaving like their relative phrase. In (12), the free

relative lauses are linearized in the same way as noun phrases.

12

(Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 143)

13

Wohenpost, 48/95, p. 50
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(12) a. Sie hat, [was sie geshenkt bekommen hat,℄ sofort in den Shrank

gestellt.

14

b. Shon heute mu�, [wer harte Informationen oder lokere Unterhal-

tung haben will,℄ blehen, portionenweise, . . .

15

`It is already the ase that you have to ough up, bit by bit, both

for hard fats and entertainment of a less serious nature.'

. ?? Ih habe, [da� Peter das interessiert,℄ geglaubt.

I have that Peter that interests believed

`I believed that Peter was interested in that.'

In German there is a strong tendeny to serialize sentenes at the right

periphery of the sentene, i.e. to extrapose them. Therefore (12) is marked,

whereas (12a-b) are not. In (12a-b), the relative lauses behave like noun

phrases.

4 Case Assignment and Feature Projetion

In (13), the relative phrase is an NP and the relative lause was noh

�

ubrig

war funtions as an NP omplement in the matrix lause.

(13) Ih habe gegessen, [was noh

�

ubrig war℄.

I have eaten

a

what

nom_a

still left was

nom

`I ate what was left over.'

Ingria (1990) suggested that a subsumption test should be used for heking

subategorization requirements, sine uni�ation seems to lead to oni-

ting ase values. In the free relative shown in (13), the verb in the matrix

lause needs an ausative omplement, and war needs a nominative NP.

If the subategorization requirements of both verbs were uni�ed with the

desriptions of their omplements, and if the result of the uni�ation of the

omplement of war and was were projeted by the free relative, a uni�ati-

on failure would be the result. If on the other hand, the subategorization

requirements were heked without uni�ation, the ase value of was would

not be hanged, and would hene be ompatible with both verbs.

The problem with this approah is that there are other onstraints in

the grammar that refer to ase values.

(14) , weil sie [was angeliefert wurde℄ sofort

beause she

nom_a

what

nom_a

delivered was immediately

in den Shrank gestellt hat.

in the upboard put has

`beause she put what was deliverd in the upboard immediately'

14

(Bausewein, 1991, p. 152)

15

't, 10/96, p. 3
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If saturation does not instantiate ase values, then the ase values of the

NPs in (14) will remain nom _ a. In this ase it is impossible to use

LP-onstraints under the standard assumptions (see (Uszkoreit, 1987)) to

determine the preferred reading of (14), i.e. the one where the nominative

NP preedes the ausative one.

If one states an LP rule like (15), then either sentenes like (14) are ruled

out, or the rule is never applied to those sentenes:

16

If one assumes that

a desription in an LP rule has to unify with the linearized element, then

the rule would exlude (14). If one assumes that an LP rule applies if the

desriptions in the LP rule subsume the onstituents to be heked, then

the LP rule would not be applied to examples like (14).

NP[nom℄ < NP[a℄(15)

Even the order-based approah to LP rules suggested by Kasper, Kathol, and

Pollard (1995), that is able to instantiate underspei�ed features relevant to

linearization, would lead to strange results with the above LP rule.

(16) , weil sie

nom

[was

a

angeliefert wurde℄

a

sofort in den Shrank gestellt

hat.

As the ase value of was angeliefert wurde and was would be struture shared

in Ingria's approah, both would be a. a however, is inompatible with

the requirement of angeliefert wurde, whih is nom. This means, for (16) to

be aepted by the grammar, one would have to stipulate an order for the

appliation of onstraints whih is not delarative.

Another problem with the subsumption based aount is that it is in-

ompatible with the standard approah for relative lauses. Relative lauses

are generally analyzed as lauses from whih a relative phrase is extrated

via a nonloal dependeny onstrution ((Pollard and Sag, 1994, Chapter

5), (M

�

uller, 1996a, Chapter 12)). If a nonloal dependeny is introdued the

subategorization requirements would have to be heked against an under-

spei�ed element, i.e. a trae, a desription in a unary shema or in a lexial

rule. This means that an element with a totally unonstrained ase value

will be introdued into slash. Therefore ungrammatial sentenes like (17)

would be admitted by the grammar.

(17) a. * Dem Mann kenne ih.

the

dat

man know I

`I know the man.'

16

Of ourse nobody would use LP rules like (15) in an atual German grammar. Instead

one would use a disjuntion of LP statements. See (Uszkoreit, 1987) for the details. But

the argument still stands; if one uses a disjuntion instead of the strit rule above, one gets

a degree of markedness of a sentene: the more LP statements are violated, the worse the

sentene. In a disjuntive LP rule the statement orresponding to (15) would be violated

and the sentene would be regarded as marked, whih it is not.
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b. * der Mann, dem ih kenne,

the man who

dat

I know

Kennen needs an ausative omplement. The ase requirements are heked

loally against a trae, say. As the ase value of the trae is unspei�ed, it is

ompatible with the ausative spei�ation. The trae might then be bound

by a dative �ller.

This shows that a subsumption test is inappropriate for solving the pro-

blem. Therfore I will now propose a di�erent aount that uses relational

onstraints to desribe the ase phenomena and uni�ation for funtor ar-

gument ombination.

If one looks at sentenes like (3) and (14-15), one an see that the

general pattern for free relatives is as follows: A free relative is a onstituent

that has an internal struture similar to an NP modifying relative lause,

i.e. it is a �nite lause with verb last position and an extrated onstituent

that is moved to the initial position of the relative lause. In addition, free

relatives share ertain syntati and semanti properties with their relative

phrase. In (13) was noh

�

ubrig war ful�lls the funtion of an NP omplement

in the matrix lause, whereas in (3) mit wem ihr (beginnen) wollt has the

funtion of a PP just as the relative phrase mit wem does.

(18) [Wo du shl

�

afst℄, h

�

alt man es vor L

�

arm kaum aus.

where you sleep stand one it in front noise almost out

'Where you sleep the noise is almost unbearable.'

In (18) wo is an adverb in the relative lause and the relative lause itself

behaves like an adverb; it spei�es the plae where the sleeping is done. From

looking at (18), it is lear that it is neither synsem nor the at features nor

the head features of wo that are projeted by the free relative. As modi�ers

in HPSG selet the head they modify, and as this is done via the head feature

mod, the head values of the adverb wo and the free relative Wo du shl

�

afst

must be di�erent. They are, however, very tightly related. The maj feature

is idential, the relation under synsemjont is idential, and the syntati

struture of the head that is seleted via mod is idential too. If the relative

phrase is a omplement PP, the head features are idential, and if it is an

NP, the maj feature is idential. But instead of projeting the ase of the NP,

whih would lead to uni�ation lashes in ertain ases, the morphologial

ase is projeted by a relational onstraint.

17;18

The morphologial ase

17

Note that it is not possible to leave the projeted ase value unonstrained, as sentenes

like (7) might suggest. This would lead to overgeneration, as the free relative in (i) ould

be interpreted as a dative argument of kaufen.

(i) Karl hat das Buh, das ih kenne, gekauft.

Karl has the book that

nom_a

I know bought

`Karl bought the book that I know.'

18

The relational onstraint is basially a disjuntion. For an implementation it is suÆ-

ient to unify the moprh-ase value of the relative phrase with the projeted ase value.
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is the value of a separate feature morph-ase, whih is not hanged if

heads and omplements are ombined. The value for morph-ase for was

is nom_a. This value gets projeted, so that the projetion of the relative

lause [RC was

�

ubrig war℄ beomes an NP nom _ a [NPnom _ a [RC

was

�

ubrig war℄℄.

This NP then funtions as a omplement of gegessen and reeives au-

sative.

5 The Analysis

As was explained in setion 3, free relatives behave like their relative phrases.

(3a) therefore gets the struture shown in (19).

(19) [

NP

[

RS

Wer shl

�

aft℄℄, s

�

undigt niht.

The noun phrase introdues an index the restritions of whih are idential

to the semanti ontribution of the �nite sentene in the relative lause.

19

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

ind 1

2

6

6

4

per 3

num sg

gen mas _ fem

3

7

7

5

restr

( "

thema 1

shlafen

# )

nom-obj

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

(20)

The index is idential to the index of the relative phrase.

As was shown in setion 2, the properties of the noun phrase are de-

pendent on those of the relative phrase. In order to be able to desribe this

adequately, the information about the relative phrase must be aessible in

the desription of a relative lause. There are three possible ways to ahieve

this. Firstly, the information whih is present in the daughters of the relative

lause is used. Seondly, the information ould be projeted by a nonloal

dependeny, and thirdly there ould be a speial feature for relative lauses,

the value of whih is idential to the loal value of the relative phrase.

The �rst option would violate the loality priniple

20

whih forbids a

head to aess information under the path dtrs. Apart from the violation of

the loality priniple, this approah would fail if the daughters are onjunts

in a oordination, as in (21).

(21) Wer den Untershied zwishen einem

"

taxierenden Blik\ und bei-

spielsweise einem netten Zul

�

aheln niht kennt, wer Komplimente nur

19

See (Bausewein, 1991, p. 149) for remarks on the genus of wer (who).

20

(Pollard and Sag, 1987, p. 142-143)
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�

uber Figur und Aussehen mahen kann und dessen zweite Frage shon

"

Geh'ma zu mir oder geh'ma zu dir?\ lautet, sollte die Finger, Augen

und sonstiges von Frauen lassen!

`Those who annot tell the di�erene between an \appraising glane"

and, for instane, a pleasant smile; those who only know how to pay

ompliments about physial appearane, and whose seond question is

already \your plae or mine?", should keep well away from women.'

In (21) the relative phrase daughters are not diretly aessible. Therefore

only the last two options remain. The seond option is not to bind o� the

slash value of the relative lause when the relative lause gets saturated,

but projet it to the next level and bind it o� in the NP or PP projetion.

However, this approah however is not ompatible with the treatment of

extraposition as a nonloal dependeny, as was suggested by Keller (1995)

and M

�

uller (1996a). Relative lauses an be extraposed, but a ondition

for the introdution of a nonloal dependeny for extraposition is an empty

slash set. This assumption would onit with the projetion of slash values

higher than the relative lause level.

The third option does not have this problem. I introdue a feature rp-

loal that has a value whih is idential to the loal value of the relative

phrase. The identity of the loal value of the relative phrase and the rp-

loal value has to be enfored by a struture sharing in the shema that

lienses the relative lause, whih is not given here due to spae limitations.

Shema 1 an then aess the rp-loal value and the appropriate values

that are a funtion of rp-loal an be projeted.

21

Shema 1 (Relative Clause Projetion Shema)

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

synsem

�

lofree r lo( 1 , 2 )

�

dtrs

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

rs-dtr

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

synsemjlo

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

at

2

6

4

head

"

rp-lo 1

relativizer

#

3

7

5

ont 2

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

relativizer-projetion-struture

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

phrasal-sign

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

Strutures of type relativizer-projetion-struture are, of ourse, not sub-

types of headed-struture.

21

Sag (To appear) uses unary shemata to analyze English relatives.
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free r lo relates the projeted loal value to the loal value of the

relative phrase in a way that is shown in (22-23).

free r lo(NP[morph-ase 1 ;ontjind 2 ℄; 3 ) =

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

at

2

6

6

6

6

4

head

"

asjsurf-ase 1

noun

#

subat h i

3

7

7

7

7

5

ont

2

4

ind 2

restrf 3 g

3

5

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

(22)

The surf-ase value is the one that is uni�ed with the desription in the

subat list of the verb in the matrix lause.

If the relative phrase is a omplement nominal phrase, its morphologial

ase is projeted. The morphologial ase is the value of a separate feature

that is not mentioned in the subat list of the governing verb, and therefore

does not get instantiated by the ase requirements of the verb. Let us take

the sentene (6a) as an example. The morphologial ase of die is nom_a.

The verb stehen assigns nominative to die. This, however, does not a�et

the morphologial ase of die, whih remains nom_ a and gets projeted.

The resulting noun phrase die da stehen therefore has the surf-ase value

nom _ a. Kennen then assigns a to its objet and further spei�es the

disjuntion to beome a.

free r lo(PP[atjhead 4 [mod none℄;ontjind 5 ℄; 6 ) =

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

at

2

4

head 4

subat hi

3

5

ont

2

4

ind 5

restr

�

6

	

3

5

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

(23)

If the relative phrase is a omplement PP (23), then its head features

are idential to the projeted features. The matter is more ompliated for

modifying relative phrases. The mod value to be projeted is di�erent from

the one of the relative phrase. The relation is idential, but the arguments

are not. In (18) wo modi�es the verb in the relative lause. The mod value

has to be appropriate. The projetion of wo du shl

�

afst has as its mod value

the verb of the matrix lause.

free r loal relates the relative phrase and its semanti ontent to the

semanti ontent of the projetion. Nominal projetions introdue an index
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whih is idential to the index of the relative phrase, and whih is restrited

by the ont value of the relative lause. For die da stehen one gets a plural

index with the restrition da stehen.

Note that in the revised theory for modi�ation developed by Kasper

(1995), the semanti ontribution of the relative lause an be aessed di-

retly. In his theory the ont value of the relative lause is a parameterized

state of a�airs (psoa) rather than an index as in the standard theory of

Pollard and Sag (1994).

For modifying relative phrases, free r loal provides the same relati-

on as is expressed by the relative phrase. However, the arguments are the

relative lause and the matrix lause.

6 Conlusion

I suggest using a unary shema for the desription of free relatives. This

avoids empty elements, allows to desribe head omplement relations by

just one very general shema and �ts niely in an implemented fragment of

German
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(M

�

uller, 1996b) that employs a set of other headless and unary

branhing shemata for instane for modifying relative lauses and for the

introdution of nonloal dependenies, respetively (M

�

uller, 1996).

Due to spae limitations the mentioned alternatives, i.e. an empty head

and a lexial rule ould not be disussed. The reader is referred to the longer

version of this paper (M

�

uller, 1997).

It has been shown that a subsumption based approah is not suited

for solving the free relative problem and an alternative solution has been

proposed.
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